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Ellora Kalita 12:59 PM
Malam I want to say that I try to be friendly with everyone but some people try to take it otherwise...
So what should I do to handle this kind of situations?
Malam do I should be less friendly?...

Raj Deep 12:59 PM
I have a wonderful mother who cares for me very much
I also have a beautiful sister who fights with me and supports me at every aspect
In my opinion malam we are all connected We are all interconnected
Women are the true beauty and one of the god's greatest creation
Whatever we say at the end of the day there is always a woman who got our back...
Interactive Session on Women's Rights and Gender Equality

Sanskriti Das 12:42 PM
Thank you mam.

Bhaswati Das 12:43 PM
Feminism is fighting for women's rights based on gender equality.

Asha Das 12:45 PM
Ma'am I have a question.

Sanskriti Das 12:47 PM
Ma'am how to control anger? Like I'm a girl and if I become angry, everyone's reaction is like being a girl how you can become so angry? At that time I think that I'm also human being it is my right... but everyone tells us that you are a girl you can't be angry... how to overcome such situations maam?